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	PrizmDoc is a collection of REST APIs that developers can integrate into their web-based  applications for secure document viewing, editing, conversion, search, annotation, redaction, and document processing.

	Start a Trial
	Explore PrizmDoc
	Schedule a Call
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	PrizmDoc® for Java, formerly VirtualViewer®, is a collection of Java-based APIs designed for integration into web-based applications, providing document viewing, annotation, redaction, page manipulation, and multiple conversion capabilities. 

	Start a Trial
	Explore PrizmDoc® for Java
	Schedule a Call
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	Video: Exploring the Future of AI for Improved Document Management for your ECM

Join us for an engaging webinar, as we unravel the potential of AI for revolutionizing document management.

Watch Now
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	ImageGear is a developer toolkit built to enhance applications with image processing, PDF manipulation, multi-file conversion and rendering, OCR, and compression.

	Start a Trial
	Explore ImageGear
	Schedule a Call
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	RasterMaster is a Java-based developer toolkit that supports multi-file conversion, rendering, manipulation, and compression when added to an application. 

	Start a Trial
	Explore RasterMaster
	Schedule a Call
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	eGuide:  Digital Transformation

Enable your employees to remain productive
throughout the document management process.

Read More
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	Barcode Xpress
	FormSuite for Structured Forms
	SmartZone
	FormFix
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	Improve Form Processing Text Recognition Results with Regular Expressions

Learn how SmartZone uses a regular
expression engine integrated into the recognition engine to achieve the best possible accuracy
on data that can be defined by a regular expression.

Read More
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	Request a Demo
	14 Day Free Trial
	Explore Docubee
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	Meet Docubee

Docubee is an intelligent contact automation platform built to help your team success

Read More
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                        How to Split and Merge PDF Documents in C# with ImageGear

                        Today’s organizations are inundated with a variety of document and image formats on a regular basis. By integrating comprehensive PDF functionality into their applications, developers can provide the tools to manage those files much more easily. Converting files into PDFs makes them easier to share, modify, and annotate without having to worry about compatibility issues […]
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                        How to Convert PDF to PDF/A with ImageGear

                          The industry-wide push to digitize documents and minimize the use of physical paperwork has made PDF one of the most ubiquitous file formats in use today. Business and government organizations use PDFs for a variety of document needs because they can be viewed by so many different applications. When it comes to archiving information, […]
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                        Why You Should Embed a Web PDF Viewer in Your Application

                        Developers have plenty of options for viewing PDFs in their applications. With so many solutions to choose from, it’s easy to put off thinking about PDF support until much later in the development process. But doing so is often a recipe for trouble, resulting in ad hoc workarounds and settling for third-party plug-ins or native […]
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                                July 8, 2021 
                            

                        

                        How to Convert Files to PDF with ImageGear

                        Having the right file conversion tools in place can make or break an application. Developers frequently face the challenge of managing multiple file types within a consolidated workflow. Without effective conversion tools, users are forced to rely on external applications that compromise both efficiency and security. Out of all the file formats developers must account […]
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                        Expand Your PDF Capabilities with JavaScript PDF Annotation Tools

                        Ever since Mozilla’s development of the open-source PDF.js library in 2011, many developers have been quick to utilize the JavaScript-based toolkit to quickly integrate PDF viewing capabilities into their applications. Given the severe limitations and security concerns associated with external reader plug-ins, it’s easy to see why the open source library was so appealing.  Unfortunately, […]
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                        Why Your Application Needs a Built-in PDF Reader

                        Managing and viewing documents is critical to providing a quality user experience in today’s applications. Without some way of controlling the presentation of digital files like PDFs, organizations put themselves in a situation where they must rely on external solutions that may not be responsive to their needs. PDF integration into their applications helps developers […]
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                                March 23, 2021 
                            

                        

                        A Brief History of PDF File Viewers

                        Few file formats are as widely recognized and used as PDF. In fact, PDFs have become so commonplace that it’s hard to imagine a time when they didn’t exist. Most users don’t even give them much thought, knowing that all they need to do is click on the file and trust that their PDF file […]
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                                July 8, 2020 
                            

                        

                        How to Convert an Excel File to PDF

                        Companies have a love/hate relationship with PDFs. While Adobe’s portable file format has been around for decades and remains one of the most popular document types available, some of its best features are overshadowed by frustration around conversion. Faced with a barrage of read-only PDF files or looking for ways to ensure the integrity of […]
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                        How to Flatten PDFs with ImageGear

                        Although PDFs are one of the most common document types in use today, not every PDF file is identical. A document with multiple layers, annotations, or editable form fields can create significant challenges for an application, especially when it comes to viewing, printing, and OCR reading. One of the most effective ways of dealing with […]
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                        ImageGear: Add PDF Conversion into Your Application

                        PDFs are everywhere. Vice calls them “the world’s most important file format,” and that’s not far off the mark. The sheer number of documents converted to, from, and often back to PDFs is astounding. The hard truth? They’re also frustrating to work with. Start a Google search with the word “convert” and three of the […]
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                        How We’re Making Your JS PDF Viewer Responsive

                        Document viewing capabilities are no longer a specialized feature that require dedicated applications. Thanks to powerful software integrations, developers can now build PDF viewing into their solutions to create a better user experience and streamline workflows. The growing popularity of mobile devices, however, has posed a few challenges to development teams accustomed to building an […]
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Content processing, conversion, and automation technologies
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